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Beate Kleven interiørdesign – letter from a very satisfied customer!
We are delighted to provide this letter of reference for Beate Kleven, who has been our interior architect on
three different home projects during the last two years.
The first home project was a complete renovation of the bathroom at our apartment in Majorstua. Before
contacting Beate, we were uncertain how we would renovate the bathroom, as the dimensions of the room
were very challenging to work with. We saw Beate’s work on her website and decided to contact her to assist.
Beate had very creative solutions as to how to maximize the use of space in the bathroom. The resulting work
was both beautiful and extremely practical.
The second project was a complete renovation of two bathrooms in our second home – a large country house
north of Oslo. Once again, Beate found creative solutions that we would not have otherwise considered. She
also did a beautiful job in planning the overall layout, furnishings and finish of the bathrooms. We consider the
result to be truly outstanding – we receive compliments on our bathrooms with every new visitor.
The final project was a redesign of the interior plan of our second home. Once again, Beate provided excellent
advice as to how to optimize the layout of the interior. We are absolutely delighted with our home renovation,
and Beate’s solutions were critical to the end result.
Each time we have worked with Beate, we have found her a pleasure and inspiration to work with. She has
always found opportunities for optimizing the design of our home interior in a very practical and stylish way.
Beate has excellent taste in home furnishings and finish, which we continue to enjoy every day. She was also
extremely helpful in working with the building contractors to ensure that the end result was of high quality and
according to plan.
Overall, we could never have accomplished such a beautiful and highly functional outcome in our homes
without her assistance. We are greatly appreciative of the work Beate has done, and would give her our
highest recommendation.
We can be reached at (+47) 93 40 91 88 for further reference.
Sincerely,

Robert Giori and Guro Berg

